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Abstract. The matter of influence and virality in social media has
been studied since the popularity explosion of these platforms. A
gargantuan amount of news and political messaging transits
through Twitter every second, making it a formidable force for the
propagation of information. In order to stay competitive,
traditional media needs to participate in these platforms and attain
influence. We propose a method to predict the influence of news
tweets. To this end we use several thousand tweets to train an
RNN-LSTM to classify news tweets as influential or not
influential using a corpus of 5000 automatically labeled tweets
according to their influence. Our method reaches an F1 of 0.845,
while training and classifying in under 300 seconds.
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Introduction

The dawn of the information era brought massive transformations to our society, traditional entities are losing influence as new
social paradigms emerge enabling the creation of new entities and the strengthening of others. Rampant nationalism arises in
certain points of the globe [1]. Industrial and digital era entities are struggling to preserve their positions of power and influence.
As the power of governments recedes back into the condign and taxation areas [2], new, smaller and numerous entities emerge
and thrive in an environment of openness and free flow of information. Traditional mass media were the original eroders of the
state’s communicational hegemony starting with the first newspaper [3] in the 17th century with ever-growing influence until
the last decade of the 20th century, from where their decline began [4].
Conditioned power, influence, persuasion, or leadership is the ability to change people’s behaviors through the communication
of ideas [5]. This gives rise to the concept of the “fourth estate” coined by Edmund Burke in 1787 [6] and it means that in
touching consciences they hold great power, Dutton’s “fifth estate” or “networked individuals enabled by the Internet, i.e.,
social media” [7] brings this concept into the digital era and even more into social media.
The democratization of content production [8] and the possibility for smaller entities to hold influence have provided ever more
atomized groups or movements with power in the political and social spheres [9].
With these technologies comes also isolation, the echo chamber phenomenon, and the widespread dissemination of fake news
[10]— undesirable effects that come from the lack of quality assurance, accountability, and validation traditional media were
subject to.
It is relevant that entities with oversight and credibility remain a relevant counterweight, not exclusively to governments
anymore, but to the new actors in social media, so relevance and influence of the traditional media in social media should be
preserved and enhanced. Commercially, regaining influence is relevant for the mass media companies themselves as they have
lost audience and importance as even behemoths like the New York Times have had to be salvaged by deep-pocket investors
[11].
Three social media platforms dominate the news usage according to a Pew poll: Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter [12]. Of these,
Twitter has a predominance of news content usage (Fig 1).
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In the present work, while preserving the spirit and method, we depart from traditional —and extremely fast— Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms towards more computationally expensive and modern Deep Learning algorithms. It is important to
say that our experiments with traditional ML where extensive and exhaustive and we achieved excellent results that consumed
very little time and computational resources.
Nonetheless, departing from the “fastest possible optimal” paradigm and looking to improve our results further, will not have us
running in the direction of using as many resources as possible to speed up the process, but we’ll be looking for the local
minimum in terms of performance as well, but in a different algorithm search space.

Fig. 1. Social media sites as pathways to news. Credit: Pew Research

2 Related Work
Influence from tweets and news are topics of great interest and importance given their relevance in the era of information and
even more in the current days. It is important to notice that while some methods are concerned with the influence of the Twitter
user or tweep, we found none on the issue of specific influence of the individual tweet, thus, the works presented here are
related to this issue but do not deal with it directly.
The million follower fallacy is an influential article from Cha, Haddadi, Benevenuto, and Gummadi, which explores the issue of
popularity in Twitter with the use of graphs and also the observation of behaviors of Twitter users. Dating back to 2010, this
paper shows a Twitter that had already consolidated as a leading social network but was still young and devoid of the usage,
popularity, and features it has nowadays [13].
Ye and Wu presented Measuring Message Propagation and Social Influence on Twitter.com also in 2010. In their
comprehensive work they present a statistical and graph-based approach to influence on a single topic, their study is insightful
and provided many key notions for the development of our work, nevertheless, the highly theoretical approach also uses a great
deal of human analysis, barely touching on the machine learning approach [14].
Everyone's an influencer is an extensive analysis of a massive 1.06 billion corpus of tweets collected over two months by
Bakshy, Hofman, Mason, and Watts; they analyze the dispersion rates on 76 million events, tracking 1.6 million tweeps. They
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concluded that word-of-mouth is —as they admit, intuitively— the main propeller of tweet influence, also finding out that
certain actors hold more influence than others according to the size of their audience and the tone they use in their post. This
work is important but assumes the linguistic characteristics of the content have little impact or predictive power which was
contrary to our own intuition [15]. It is important to mention that this work seeded a previous article of ours about the reach and
impact on social media [16].
Bandari, Sitaram, and Huberman in their 2012 work The pulse of news in social media: Forecasting popularity offer one of the
earliest approaches to predict the influence of news in social media. While their method is precise in terms of prediction
reaching precision levels in the vicinity of 84% (similar to our method), it is important to note a great deal of manual work is
needed to preprocess, tag the news, and extract the significant features. Machine Learning is used only for the final classification
thus making the implementation for industrial purposes almost impossible [17].
In 2013 Sidorov, Miranda-Jiménez, Viveros-Jiménez, Gelbukh, Castro-Sánchez, Velásquez, Díaz-Rangel, Suárez-Guerra,
Treviño, and Gordon published Empirical Study of Machine Learning Based Approach for Opinion Mining in Tweets. While
this work is not geared towards influence, it uses ML to obtain linguistic characteristics of tweets, of course, for the purpose of
opinion mining [18].
Cataldi and Aufaure put forward The 10 million follower fallacy: Audience size does not prove domain-influence on Twitter
[19], with a clear reference to the “One million follower fallacy” article by Cha et al. [13]. They present an updated model and
novel conclusions on the size of the audience in relation to influence.
In their 2014 Understanding Twitter Influence in the Health Domain, McNeill and Briggs [20] present an applied focus to a
specific domain, trying to define how influence operates in Twitter on the context of medical services. Their approach is
sociological and psychological, they argue quantitative methods while concurrent with qualitative are limited and have
limitations in their descriptive power.
Simmie, Vigliotti and Hankin published their work also in 2014 with the title Ranking twitter influence by combining network
centrality and influence observables in an evolutionary model. Presenting an elegant and ML oriented model they rank the
influence of a tweep according to its node connections [21].
Garcia, Mavrodiev, Casati and Schweitzer released Understanding Popularity, Reputation, and Social Influence in the Twitter
Society in 2017. They compute network information on a large dataset of 40 million users, creating new global measures of
reputation utilizing the D-core decomposition and bow-tie structure of the Twitter follower network ascribing popularity,
reputation, and social influence to evaluate a host of behaviors [22].
Ma, Li, Bailey and Wijewickrema present their method in the article Finding Influentials on Twitter. Using the temporal
influence rate (TIR) they observe and characterize the behaviors of tweeps over a two-month period. They then use ML
techniques to identify influential users within the vast network and classify them with a higher accuracy than other, more
numerical, approaches [23].
The present work is the development of our previous research on the same topic in 2018 [24], where we designed an initial
model which used several linguistic features to characterize tweets including a mixture of regular and POS n-grams and to
automatically categorize the tweets using an ad-hoc formula. Finally, we used the Naive Bayes algorithm for classification
reaching an F1 of 74.4%. In the next work we fulfilled further experimentation on feature selection and traditional Machine
Learning algorithms to achieve an F1 of 78.2% with the Voted Perceptron algorithm for classification [25].
In 2019 a work that uses the idea of infectivity from the field of virology obtains important results. “Infectivity enhances
prediction of viral cascades in Twitter” by Li, Cranmer, Zheng and Mucha describes a hybrid model with simulations and real
data. The implemented model then gathers the first few time steps of a tweet interaction combined with an infectivity based
metric of the user’s network and yields a precision of 70% on real data and 69% on simulation, no F1 measure is presented [26].
Another noteworthy development is the industrial-grade and large-scale system developed in a collaboration between Microsoft
Research and the Technological University of Denmark (DTU). It is explained in “Scalable Privacy-Compliant Virality
Prediction on Twitter” where the authors Kowalczyk and Larsen present it as consisting of several proprietary technologies
including the Azure solutions and APIs and the Twitter Enterprise API Firehose [28]. It is the only work —to our knowledge—
that includes the Twitter Privacy Compliance Firehose API. It is significant that the authors—at a great computational and
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monetary cost— attempt to predict the exact number of retweets (not categories) claiming to get results 37% over those of Wang
et al. in 2018 [27]. It is our opinion that the metrics and method used by the authors in [28] differ too much from those used by
Wang, hence, is difficult to compare.
Closer to our work, both in time and features —therefore, making comparison with our method and results possible— is the
work of Xiao, Liu, Ma, Li, and Luo entitled Time sensitivity-based popularity prediction for online promotion on Twitter. To
analyze their results, they do not use the standard F1 metric, but the Geometric Mean from of sensitivity and specificity,
sometimes referred to as G-Mean2, achieving 0.6972. In their repository the corpus is heavily preprocessed, so without the
original tweet texts it is impossible to test their method which uses different features. In spite of the differences in methodology
and result metrics, these researchers use linguistic features and time bins to predict the virality of a tweet. Since these inputs are
the same as our inputs and the output is similar to ours, we can say our method and theirs are comparable [29].

3 Method
We developed a tweet influence metric that tries to define the influence of a tweet independently of the influence of the account
that posts it. With this measure we classify the tweets in a multi-thousand tweet corpus. As opposed to our previous work, we
use plain text of the tweets tagged according to our metric instead of diverse types of n-grams and other representations like
bag-of-words (BOW).
This corpus is collected from multiple users related to a specific sector within a variable timeframe based on the frequency of
the tweets, then trains a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with LSTM (Long Short-term Memory) architecture, with selfadjusting forget gates, from there we proceed to classify.
The optimal classification algorithm was obtained by an experimentation process which included testing 300 different
configurations including neural network architectures and flavors as well as internal configurations for the algorithms.

3.1 Corpus
Retrieval of the tweets was necessary since we intended to work with Mexican news media and a corpora of tweets that included
all the necessary data for our influence metric was not available. Other sources were either of other locations, scopes, or with
partial data.
We collected 133,877 tweets classified from most influential to least influential according to the tweet influence metric and
ordered them in a descending order. From these we select 5,000 tweets: the top 2,500 of them as highly influential and the
bottom 2,500 as the lowly influential. This reduction allows both for a clear differentiation between the high influence and the
low influence tweets and to have balanced categories.
It is noteworthy that our collection method is automatic, during our experimentation we have collected and categorized tweets
from 418 corpora totaling 1,001,412 tweets. Most of these corpora are small and task focused, compiled to experiment with
other domains and languages of the tweets. Also, it as used to collect tweets of specific topics regardless of their source and to
keep record of interesting trending topics, cashtags and hashtags.
Currently, experiments on the news domain but with English-language news-casting accounts from the USA are under
development. Smaller corpora are continuously harvested to corroborate the effectiveness of our method at different moments in
time.
Our sources for the experimental corpus were 46 influential and active news outlet accounts specific for Mexico. They were
selected for their geographical scope —nationwide, not localized—, relevance —using the journalistic expertise of the author as
well as consulting specialized websites [36, 37] and periodicity (five or more tweets per day). Accounts from media outlets that
presented off-topic tweets (i.e., self-advertisement, promotion of political, governmental, or commercial entities) in a
proportion of more than half of their tweet volume were eliminated from the list.
The tweets are in Spanish. The preprocessing process involved eliminating all punctuation symbols thus automatically
converting web addresses into linguistic items. While most researchers eliminate web links when preprocessing tweets, we
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decided to keep them as news accounts frequently re-post links to the same news with different texts. All tweets are converted to
lowercase and named entities were preserved.
The list of selected accounts (in no particular order) is given here:



















@reforma
@larazon_mx
@lacronicadehoy
@milenio
@unomasunomx
@lajornadaonline
@capitalmexico
@elgmx
@el_universal_mx
@laprensaoem
@impactomx
@elsolde_mexico
@ddmexico
@contrareplicamx
@sdpnoticias
@eleconomista
@heraldodemexico
@diariobasta




















@noticiasmiled
@excelsior
@maspormas
@publimetromx
@proceso
@forbes_mexico
@elarsenalmx
@20mmexico
@elfinanciero_mx
@huellasmx
@diario24horas
@lasillarota
@sinembargomx
@aristeguionline
@julioastillero
@cnnee
@ntelevisa_com
@laoctavadigital












@notimex
@soycarlosmota
@_vicenteserrano
@carlosloret
@cirogomezl
@nachorgz
@lopezdoriga
@lordmolecula
@reporte_indigo
@lpomx

The corpus is presented in two files. The “clean” file has only two columns, the first with the tweet influence metric output
rounded to four decimals and the second with the pre-processed tweets. The “complete” file has 11 columns: Username, Tweet
ID, Time of Post, Original Tweet, Processed Tweet, Followers, Followed, Retweet, Favorited, Listed, and Ponder (our tweet
influence metric, rounded to 4 decimals). The second file is intended to help in forensic analysis.

3.2 Tweet Influence Metric
In order to automatically tag our corpus, we need a simple metric which can help us determine the influence of a tweet using
measures provided by the Twitter Search API when retrieving tweets from specific users. These are described in Table 1.
Table 1. Tweet measures obtained from Search API

Measure
followers
friends
retweets
favorites

Description
Symbol
Number of accounts that
w
follow the user.
Number of accounts that the
d
user follows.
Number
of
retweets
r
(reposts) of a tweet.
Number of favorites (likes)
f
for a single tweet

To compare the influence of tweets produced by users with different audience sizes and popularity, we need to have a ratio of
the influence of the tweet —its interactions— and the influence of the user itself. This is our rationale.
We sum the number of interactions r+f and use the ratio of r to f to increase the number of interactions if the f<r, to hold it the
same if f=r and to reduce the interactions if r>f. The rationale behind this is that a high number of retweets with few favorites
most likely suggests that the tweet is being shared with the purpose of criticizing or making fun of it. An equal number hints a
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neutral position and a higher number of favorites than retweets likely implies that the tweet is perceived positively. The natural
logarithm has the desired property of taking ratios over as positive, at as neutral, and under as negative while providing the
robustness of working with large disparities between the numbers without growing out of control.
In order to automatically tag the corpus after it is downloaded, we need to use a metric that does not require ample
computational power. This can be achieved at the cost of precision using a small set of arithmetic operations. We can’t ignore
the fact that many accounts seek followers by participating in fraudulent “follow for follow” dynamics. Also, when an account
is followed by less accounts than it follows, the influence should be considered negative as the user is more influenced than it is
influential others. To represent this, we subtract w from d and multiply by its ratio, again using the natural logarithm to tame
different values and sum or subtract this to the number of followers as a percentage. We represent those concepts in the
following formulas.
Let

g=r+f and h=w− d .

(1)

We define the relative influence of the tweet inft as

inf t =g+g⋅

ln

(fr )

(2)

100 .

And the influence of the account as infa as

inf a =w+h⋅

ln

(wd )

(3)

100 .

We also define the absolute influence of the tweet as

inf twt =

inf t
inf a

(4)
,

which eliminating nested fractions algebraically finally becomes

inf twt =

100g+g⋅ ln (fr )
100w+h⋅ ln (wd )

(5)
.

3.3 Classification
After annotating every tweet according to the measures provided by twitter through the API, using our home-brewed metric as it
appears in (4) and selecting the most representative tweets for the hinf and ninf categories as explained in subsection 3.1, we
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proceed to train our RNN-LSTM with the annotated corpus and corroborate the training both via traditional training-test sets
(for the whole method validation) and also applying 10-fold cross validation (for the experimentation phase).
Finally, we use the trained algorithm for either pre-testing and optimization of new (unsent) tweets or for further corroboration
with other sets. It is worth noting that our method includes collecting tweets from users that produce content closely related to
the topic of the tweets to which the prediction will be applied. In this work we used Mexican news but our method can be
generalized to any language.

4 Results
In this section we present the results and products of our research. First, we present the corpora we made available to the
community. A brief description of the corpora is given as well as the link for download. Next, we describe our experimentation,
showing the best eight configurations out of the 300 experiment search space. Finally, we present the outcomes of the
classification with the best configurations and compare them with the best configuration in our previous work, where we used
traditional machine learning, and with ZeroR algorithm without predictive power as a reference.

4.1 Corpus
The compiled corpora includes 133,877 tweets annotated with the value obtained from our metric. We preserved the original
files as processed for peer-review purposes. We present screen captures for reference and the files are available for download 1.
Figure 2 gives a partial view of the 133k-compl.csv file where one can see all the columns mentioned in subsection 3.1. Figure
3 presents a part of the file with cleaned tweets and the value assigned by our metric. It is evident that while the clean file
provides promptness to test out the method presented here, doing any sorts of validation on the calculations as well as trying any
other method on the same dataset would be impossible.

1 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1f078Dlw3JMlQQyGh7fP_fASyikGlLeJZ
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Fig. 2. Partial view of the 133k-compl.csv file of our corpora. Prepared by the authors.
Preserving the complete file will open the door to validating the experiments but also to make comparisons with methods
presented in other articles. Since the lack of standardization generates plenty of disparities and difficulties to compare works,
this might be a small step towards contributing to establish a gold standard.

4.2 Experimentation
To find the optimal setup, 300 configurations were tested with Convolutional Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks.
These two topologies were selected out of a plethora of algorithms after our careful examination of the literature. We then
created a matrix of the tweakable parameters and generated scripts to run experiments in batches of ten with an 80-20% trainingtest split. For the last eight candidates, we used a 10-fold cross validation method. The best eight performing configurations are
presented in Table 2.
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Fig. 3. Partial view of the 133k-clean.csv file of our corpora. Prepared by the authors.
As it is noticeable in Table 2, the Recurrent Neural Network configurations showed more promise towards the end of the race.
Nonetheless, Convolutional Neural Networks were tested all the way through, since on the first iterations they showed faster
performance and comparable precision.
Table 2. Top contender algorithm configurations. Prepared by the authors.
Config. ID Algorithm

92
109
228
232
246
251
265
269

pllel_cnn
pllel_cnn
rnn
rnn
rnn
rnn
rnn
rnn

Layer
Number

BiDirection

Level

Word
Format

2
3
1
1
2
2
4
4

no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes

word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word

space
space
space
space
space
space
space
space

Epochs Combiner Cell Type

5
3
7
7
5
4
6
6

concat
concat
concat
concat
concat
concat
concat
concat

na
na
lstm
lstm
lstm
lstm
lstm
lstm

For RNNs it became evident early in the experimentation that LSTMs were necessary for this task. Coming from a background
in NLP and having used traditional ML extensively in the past, another surprise was that RNNs take plain text as input.

4.3 Classification
We present our eight best performing configurations along with ZeroR and the Voted Perceptron from our previous work for
comparison and as a baseline. The results are presented in Table 3, the configuration with the longest execution time of the forerunners are highlighted in red.

Table 3. Algorithm configurations. Best result in bold, worst in red, baseline in italics. Prepared by the authors.

Config. ID

Class
Size

Correctly
Classified

Correctly
Classified

All Classes Weighted Average
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Instances

Instances
%

Precision

Recall

F1

Model
(Seconds)

ZeroR
(Reference)

3000

3,000

50.00%

?

0.500

?

0.01

Voted
Perceptron
(Baseline)

3000

4,679

77.97%

0.780

0.780

0.780

1.36

92

2500

4,219

84.39%

0.8439

0.8439

0.8439

142.00

109

2500

3,989

79.78%

0.7978

0.7978

0.7940

166.00

228

2500

4,008

80.71%

0.8031

0.8031

0.8017

164.00

232

2500

4,037

80.75%

0.8075

0.8075

0.8059

181.00

246

2500

4,224

84.50%

0.8450

0.8450

0.8448

224.00

251

2500

4,048

80.96%

0.8096

0.8096

0.8096

261.00

265

2500

4,011

80.25%

0.8025

0.8025

0.8022

518.00

269

2500

3,983

79.6709%

0.7967

0.7967

0.7967

601.00

A YAML file with the precise configurations for input and output of our model is provided alongside with the corpora 2.
As it can be observed in Table 3, our previous results were solid and an important departure from the reference point of the
ZeroR algorithm was shown. This latter non-predictive algorithm classifies randomly and thus showing the of the classes. In our
case, as the classes are balanced, the average of several runs tends to 50%. The baseline in our previous work was an F1 of 0.78
using the Voted Perceptron algorithm, which is 28% above random classification.
The exploration of more modern techniques proved useful in improving our F1 to 0.85 which is an improvement of ~7% over
baseline and 35% better than random classification. It is a noteworthy improvement showing promise towards better
performance provided a more granular search to avoid falling in a possible local minimum. Also, a search within a broader
scope in terms of algorithms or parameters might prove beneficial.
There is one specific area where the new algorithm suffers greatly, which is in resource and time consumption. Whilst the Voted
Perceptron algorithm managed to both train and classify in a formidable 1.36 seconds time-span (on a Core i7 – 16 GB RAM
computer), the RNN-LSTM was ~1,650% slower at the train-classification task (on a Core i7 – 16 GB RAM computer – 980TI
GPU) clocking in at 224.0 seconds even when using a GPU —it halted after 18 hours on a GPU-less configuration. This tells us
that Voted Perceptron is still suitable on low-resource or time restricted environments where speed is more valuable than
precision.
2 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1f078Dlw3JMlQQyGh7fP_fASyikGlLeJZ?usp=sharing
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With embedded and mobile computers reaching comparable features as mid-low tier desktop platforms (ca. 2021), it is feasible
to use traditional machine learning algorithms to reach fast performances on such devices. We find this worth considering.

5 Conclusions
Our best results provided an F1 +6% above the baseline, this is a precision of 84.502%. This result is above the state of the art
for textual approaches similar to ours, textual approaches using sentiment analysis and other methods like graph and network
analysis. Though as we have mentioned earlier, state of the art methods and success metrics are often disparate and little
information provided by other authors makes it difficult to compare results. That is, there is no gold standard in this task.
Given the level of precision, which is presumably improvable through more experimentation, we are prone to conclude that
our method can be applied to specific uses within the news, marketing, and public relations industries, as well as used in
applications for diverse areas which take advantage of Social Media influence (i.e., through Social Media marketing) for
political, commercial and social purposes.
Applications for tweet virality prediction at these levels of accuracy and precision are numerous, our method can be used by any
entity interested in presenting its ideas to the world for whatever reason. It is our vision than it can be incorporated into a
Generative Adversarial Network as the Adversarial part in order to produce influential tweets automatically.
Our method is of special interest for traditional news outlets which have been receding in influence and reach. It can be
employed both as a new business model and as a boost, even a lifeline for their prior business models, in the dire current
situation.
On the social front, citizens need to be listened by their authorities. Democracy in real time considered by Laidi and Gelbukh as
well as other authors [30, 31, 32] is a two-way process, when the government knows what their citizens want and need. Yes,
governments need to apply data mining to Social Media in order to know what people expect of them, but citizens need
algorithms that help them achieve more influence, too.

5.2 Reflection upon recent censorship-related events
One of the long-time preoccupations of the authors has been the speed and even the acceleration of power accretion by the “big
five” of Silicon Valley. It is noteworthy that each of them has a net-worth larger than the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of
most countries in the world and them taken together are larger than some European countries [33]. Sadly, the “big five” are far
from massive tech companies, many other companies populate the list of the richest companies in the world.
Also with the advent of GPT-3 model that costed literally almost 10 million dollars to train [34], academic institutions around
world are unable to compete with it. Also, production of knowledge is being seized by these enormous companies. We are, so to
say, at their mercy, trusting they will remain respective of our rights and in general providing more benefits than harm.
After the violent incidents on the Capitol [35] which were allegedly fostered from Twitter the —at the moment— still sitting
President of the United States, Donald Trump had his personal account canceled. This does not attempt to be a discussion on the
actions of Trump, but a clear evidence that the “big five” are willing to overstep the rule of law by taking away such basic
human rights as the freedom of speech by imparting their own sentence on a case that had not —at the moment of the
cancellation— been ruled by any judicial authority.
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It might be arguable whether freedom of speech was canceled, since the person in question can speak in other locations. But still
this discussion is necessary because in a hyper-connected world, being prevented from accessing the most prominent spaces of
discussion can, indeed, be ostracizing, and thus impede or at least get in the way of the freedom of speech.
It is our opinion that no Terms and Conditions Agreements —of any sort— should be allowed to deprive people of their rights
granted by their constitution and national authorities. As computer scientists we tend to be in our own bubble of isolation
working on powerful algorithms that might, in the end, promote the accumulation of power.
This narrow and focused worldview should not prevail. We have ownership and responsibility to at least give thought and, if
possible, weigh in the discussion, and also to do our best in making our work more accessible for the public.

5.2 Future Work
We favor interdisciplinary research applied to the field of influence to create a standard framework for the future development
of the studies on Social Media influence. We need to keep on updating the method to reflect changes in Twitter and on social
dynamics, but for this we insist that an interdisciplinary semi-permanent group is of uttermost necessity.
Plans to produce an industrial grade shell product and release it to the public are starting to take form. We also consider an
international contest on Social Media influence detection with the intention to further develop standardization for metrics on this
specific task.
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